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By ST AFF REPORT S

Online platform Private Jet Card Comparisons is branching out to provide more offerings to members with its own
curated list of the best restaurants.

Specifically aimed at private jet fliers, the list features a variety of prestige dining experiences for those traveling.
Editor-in-chief of DG Amazing Experiences and Private Jet Card Comparisons Doug Gollan comprised the list based
off of responses from readers, journalists, executives, travel advisors and other experts.

Dining for the private flier
The Ultimate Restaurant Guide for Private Jet Travelers has a list of criteria for dining experiences to be included,
such as a location in a 4 to 5 star rated hotel, a fantastic dining experience with equal views, must have a rooftop or
high floor location and must be a full service restaurant.

Hospitality brands from Marriott such as Ritz-Carlton, Luxury Collection, St. Regis, Bulgari, JW Marriott, Westin and
Le Meridien saw many properties on the list.

The list is  comprised of 143 restaurants throughout six continents. Other hospitality brands featured include the
Peninsula, Shangri-la and more.
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"When our readers are traveling, they are often on tight schedules," Mr. Gollan said in a statement. "My goal was to
create a list of great restaurants that provide amazing views and cuisines that are just an elevator ride away from
their suite in order to save them time, just like their private jets."

The online platform, Private Jet Card Comparisons, also recently released an updated edition for 2019, along with
new features for easier comparing.

In a continued effort to better help affluent travelers choose which private jet card is best for them, Private Jet Card
Comparisons has launched new features for subscribers. A new edition brings an up-to-date spreadsheet to
subscribers, detailing various private jet programs in an easily digestible format (see story).
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